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Plateau nez perce shelter

Coyotes and The Beast: The Coyotes were building a fish ladder by demolishing the waterfall in Celilo, so that upstream salmon can go for people to catch. He was engaged to this when someone yelled at him, Why are you bothering with this? All the people are gone, and they're gone. Well, the coyotes said to himself then I'll stop doing it, because I was doing it for the people,
and now I'm going to go along too. From there he went along the upstream, by the road of the salmon river country. He walked along as he stepped on a leg and broke it. Meadow shouted in the mood, Lima, Lima. What opportunity do you have to find people the way they are going along! Then he asked the coyotes, aunt! Please tell me about it. So al-Marjark said to him: All the
people have already been swallowed by the beast. Then the coyotes answered, yes, this is where I am too, I'm going. The coyote severs the heart of the beast with his flint knife from there he traveled on. Along the way, he took a good bath, saying to himself, Lest I make it repugnant to his taste, and then he wears everything: so that he doesn't throw me up or spit me out. He then
connected himself to [very long ropes] to three mountains. From there he came along and on the hills. Suddenly, he saw a great head. He soon hid in the grass and gazed at him. Never before in his life he had seen anything like it; The coyotes cried out to him, o beast, we're going to inhale each other! The big eyes of the roved monster, looking around for the coyotes but did not
find him because the body of coyotes painted with clay to achieve perfect protective coloring in the grass. The coyotes on his back had a package consisting of five stone knives, some pure pitch, and a flint set making fire. Presently the grass coyotes shook to and fro and shouted again, monster! We're going to inhale each other. Suddenly the monster saw the swaying grass and
answered, oh you coyotes, you swallow me first then; So try the coyotes. Strongly and loudly he drew in his breath, but the great beast only swayed and shivered. Now you're inhaling me, because you've already swallowed all the people, so it also swallowed me for fear of being alone, he said. Inhaling the beast like a mighty wind, which carried the coyotes along just like this, but
as the coyotes left in its wake the roots of the large kamas and large serviceberries, saying: Here people will find them and will be happy, for a short time just away is the coming of the human race. He was almost caught on one of the ropes, but he was soon cut off with his knife. And so he darted straight into the mouth of the beast. From there he walked down the throat of the
beast. Along the way he saw the bones scattered about and thought to himself, it is necessary to see that many people may die. As he saw some of the boys, he said, Where is his heart? Come along and show me! Then, as they were all walking along, the bear rushed out furiously at him. So! The coyotes said to him: You make yourself fierce just for me, and he kicked the bear
on his nose. As they continued, the bristles beamed in his fury, for that! Just towards me you're evil - we're nothing but dung. Then he kicked the snake on the head and only to the ground. As for the brown bear that received him, I see that he [the beast] chose you for the other. Sue! I would like to see you save your people [the humiliating demolition]. All the people praised the
wolf and stopped him, he told the boys: Pick up some wood. His former friend Fox praised him from the side, such a dangerous fellow [monster], what would you do to him? So! The coyotes answered. You also hurry along and look for wood. The coyotes nowadays reached the heart and cut slabs of fat and threw them out to the people. Imagine that you are hungry under these
conditions! Grease your mouths with this. The coyotes began to fire with his flint and the smoke seemed close to the beast's nose, ears, eyes, and glaucoma. Then the beast said, Oh my God, that's why I was afraid of you. Oh, my God, let me throw you out. Keot replied: Yes, let later be said, he who was excluded is responsible for the distribution of salmon. Well, get out through
the nose answered coyotes, and they won't say the same thing? The beast said, well, get out through the ears, answered the coyotes, let me be told, here is the wax ear of officiating in the distribution of food. They are, hn, hn! Hey, coyotes! That's why I was afraid of you, but I didn't then go out through the anus. Keot replied: Let people say: Stool is in the distribution of food. His
fire was still burning near the heart and the beast began to writhe in pain. The coyotes began to cut away on the heart, and very briefly broke the stone knife. Immediately take another and in a short time this one also broke and said to all people, collect all the bones and carry them to the eyes, ears, mouth and glaucoma. Pile them and when the dead fall kick all the bones outside.
Then with another knife he began to cut away at the heart. The third knife he broke and the fourth, with only one knife left. He told people: Well, get yourself ready because once you fall dead each one will come out of the most convenient opening. Take elderly women and elderly men near the openings so they can get out easily. The heart hung by a very small piece of muscle
and the whip was cut away on it with his last stone knife. The heart of the beast was hardly still hanging when the knife broke the last coyote, but the coyotes threw on the heart and attached to, barely tearing it with his hands. In the convulsions of his death the beast opened all the holes of his body and people kicked bones outside and went out. The coyotes, too, came out. The
beast fell dead and the anus began to close. But the liqueur was still inside just as he closed the anus he squeezed out, barely getting his body through. But unfortunately! His tail was caught, and he had pulled out and was naked when he pulled it, but all the tail hair was peeled straight and squirted his coyotes, now what you were doing, but you had to think of something to do at
the last minute. I've always been behind in everything. Then he said to the people: Collect all the bones and arrange them well. They did, and then the coyotes were added, now we're going to carve the beast. Then the coyotes smeared blood on his hands, sprayed this blood on the bones, and suddenly came there to life again all those who died while inside the beast. They
carved the great beast and coyotes began to deal with parts of the body to different parts of the country throughout the earth: towards sunrise, towards the sunset, towards warmth, towards the cold, and that act of fate and directed various peoples - Core Dallin, Cayos, Bend Oriels, Flatheed, Blackfit, Crewe, Sio, and all others. The entire body of the beast is consumed in this
distribution to various far and wide lands. There is nothing left more than the great beast. Fox came and said to the coyotes, what is the meaning of this, coyotes? You have distributed all the bodies to distant lands but have not given yourself anything to this immediate area. Well, snoring coyotes, have you ever told me that? Why didn't you tell me that a while ago before it was too
late? I was busy to exclude thinking you should have told me that in the first place. He turned to the people and said, Get me some water to wash my hands. They brought him water, washed his hands, and now with the blood-washing water he sprayed the local areas saying: You may be young people, but you will be strong. Even though you're going to be young people because
I've deprived you, you're going to be very, very masculine. Only a short time away is the coming of the human race. Homeland and Residents of Nez Pierce Coyote Tales: Cycle Legend (Map) and Nez Perce, who consider themselves Iceye • Yac, children of coyotes, came to occupy nearly 13 million acres located in what is now north-central Idaho, southeast Washington, and
northeast Oregon. Percy's nez lands focused on the Middle Snake and Clearwater Rivers and the northern part of the Salmon River Basin in central Idaho. Nez Perce region is characterized by the diversity of plants and animals, as well as temperature and precipitation patterns that reflect sharp differences in altitude. This area has many Rivers, basins and deep valleys that
provided a wide range of resources and protection from invaders. In 1800 there were more than 70 permanent villages ranging from 30 to 200 individuals, depending on the season and type of social gathering (Walker 1958-1964). A total of 300 sites have been identified, including camps and villages that show a large number of permanent and semi-permanent housing areas. In
1805, Nez Pierce was the largest tribal gathering on the plateau, with a population of about 6,000. However, by the beginning of the 20th century, Nez Pierce had dropped to about 1,800 due to epidemics, conflicts with non-Indians, and other factors. More recently, the population of Nez Perse has increased, with 3,250 personnel in 1994. Nez Pierce has been divided into upper
and lower divisions, primarily on the basis of a tone with The Upper Nez Press being more oriented towards the life of the plains. Nez Perce is also closely associated linguistically, culturally and socially with Sahaptin speakers in Oregon and Washington, including Palos, Walla Walla, Yakima, Omatila, and Wiramm. Seasonal tour, subsistence, and religion has migrated nez perse
seasonally throughout its territory in order to take advantage of various resources. Food animals included salmon and other fish, mountain goats, sheep, bear, moose, elk, deer, mini-toy, and birds. Original food plants included kamas lamps, bitterroot, bark, pine and algae, sunflower seeds, wild carrots, wild onions, and several varieties of berries. Additional resources were
obtained in missions to what is now southern Idaho, eastern Oregon and Washington, down the Columbia River, and even in the Northern Great Plains buffalo. The movement was greatly strengthened after the adoption of the horse in 1700, and Nez Pierce became very famous for their large snarls and selective breeding practices. In early spring when the cache pits were
emptied of stored food, Nez Perce began community food drives in the river valleys, with snowshoe hunting in deep snow and canoe trips down the Snake and Columbia rivers to intercept early salmon trails. Although fishing was essential and continuous, it was less important during the seasons of salmon extending when all healthy adults turned to fishing, with several thousand
pounds of salmon usually caught and processed. Hook, line, spears, harpoon, dip nets, traps, all used in different fishing methods. As spring progressed, salmon began to reach the Niz Percy region, and early root crops were collected in the lower highlands. By mid-summer, Nez Perse was leaving their villages in river valleys and moving to the highlands where crops were
harvested later, highland streams were fished, and fishing became more important. Women dug roots with Dig sticks. The sun-drens were made, but the wrapped basket was the main shape of the container. Autumn salmon works, autumn fishing, root harvest collection and late berries provided winter food stores, along with short and sometimes bison fishing trips in Montana
along Lulu and other seasoned meat-enhancing supplies. Some Nez Pierce concerts stayed in the plains for several years at a time, and passed a few winters that did not experience some winter with Flathead in Montana. By November most of the travel had stopped and Nez Pierce settled in their winter villages until the cycle began again in the spring (Walker 1973:56). During
the long winter months, the elders of Nez Pierce recounted legends and stories that were inhabited by a group of characters that included animals, plants, rocks, rivers, celestial bodies, and other characters who behaved like humans in the pre-culture era before humans were created. Nez Pierce believes that although animals became silent after the arrival of humans, they are
still able to reveal their full power to humans in visions and dreams. These characters share much in common with the spirits that Nez Pierce traditionally acquired during the quest of vision. Not long before, for a post-adolescence period, young Nez Pierce was sent to search for insights from guardian spirits. If this big event succeeds in maturing both boys and girls, it means that
they will be successful adults in the Nez Pierce community. The root of an individual's ability to thrive in any yard was a certain kind of supernatural power either inherited from ancestors or obtained during the pursuit of vision. Shamans played a key role in helping the individual gain strength while pursuing vision. The quest for supernatural power dominated much of the original
Niz Pierce ritual activity, especially in the Winter Spirit Dance (Walker 1998: 426). Not only did the Shamanmaintain maintain a series of seasonal and religious celebrations among the Indigenous Community of Nez Perse, but they also had other duties, including treating and curing diseases, alerting the results of war parties and other serious projects, dealing with weather
control, and facilitating large fishing parties. The main Indigenous house, Nez Pierce, was the mat-mat-covered house, which tends to be a long house and is usually found among the plateau clusters. It can be very large, measuring well over a hundred feet in length. The typical hill sweat house and half-globe are also found in the settlements of Nez Pierce, as well as a manastrol
cottage and a submerged hot bath. The girl Nez Pearce had a detailed party when she reached puberty which included a menstrul hut. She was isolated in this hut for about a week during which she had to remain busy, only to be allowed to scratch herself with a stick. Nez Pearce the boy also underwent an adult ceremony which was his first murder by a prominent warrior or
hunter. This was to ensure that the boy would be successful and well provided. The social organization and relations between the tribes of Nez Perces lived primarily in small villages along many streams and rivers that penetrate their native lands. These small villages consisted primarily of thirty to 200 individuals, which were politically unified in gangs that, in turn, were organized
into composite teams. Villages are identified with smaller feeder streams, ranges with larger tributaries, and composite ribbons with larger rivers. The villages of Nez Perse are usually made up of several related families, extended and led by a family. Generally he was a capable big man in the group and was often assisted by prominent young men. The duties of the president were
to show exemplary behaviour, work as a village spokesman, mediate disputes within the village, and take care of the general well-being of the village members. Women do not speak at most council meetings, but usually influence their male relatives to achieve their goals. Most older relatives participated in the training of children. Grandpa usually directs the boy's first attempts at
hunting, fishing, race bath, and horse riding. Grandma usually directs the girl first to dig the root or pick the berries. Marriages were arranged by heads of families, and childhood introductions were common. Marriage between known relatives, even distant cousins, was forbidden. Polygamy, or a man marrying two or more sisters, was not uncommon (Lundsgaarde 1967). When a
young man expressed interest in a particular girl, his family met and decided whether she was from a socially acceptable family. If they appear to be compatible and well-matched, a date has been set for the wedding and the exchange of gifts. The groom's relatives gave gifts first, and about six months later the bride's family responded in kind. Among the indigenous people Nez
Pierce's age brought wealth and power. If a person thought he was about to die he would usually know among the village who wanted to inherit his property and his guardianship. He may also recommend that some children succeed him in the various positions he has held. As soon as the death occurred, it was announced by the Herald or The Cry. The body was ritually bathed
and combed and decorated with red face paint and elaborate new clothes. Volunteers dug the tomb on a tallus slope or a high geological saper overlooking the village, marked by a wooden stake. Nez Pierce was the most influential group in inter-tribal affairs on the plateau. Along with their close allies of Cayos, they were the main plateau opponents of Blackfoot, who took control
of the western plains and raided the plateau. Usually Nez Pearce and Cayuse warriors were responsible for the great, between bison hunting tribes and blitz parties He went to the plains with more than 1000 people at times. It was also closely allied with Flathead during these projects; Its impact on the plateau is the fact that Nez Pierce was rapidly becoming a language of trade
and diplomacy throughout the region when European Americans arrived shortly after 1800 (Walker 1998: 425). At that time, The Language of Cayos was already lost in favor of Nez Pierce. Historical European-American connection long before the The first European-American contact occurred with Nez Pierce, aspects of European-American culture reached Nez Pierce. By the
mid-18th century, the horse, which was reintroduced by the Spanish to the New World, had become an integral and important part of the Niz Pierce community. The horse tempered travel during the Niz Pierce seasonal tours, as well as facilitating their hunting of buffalo herds in the east. In 1805, Nez Pierce was the largest tribal gathering on the plateau, with a population of about
6,000. The fishermen lived in the villages of Nez Perse as early as 1811, and merchants tried to create a job among them in 1812 (Josephi 1965: 45-47). By 1813, Nez Pierce was heavily involved in trading with Northwestern's location in Upper Colombia, leading to major cultural changes. A period of relative prosperity of Nez Perce prevailed during the first half of the 19th century,
supporting not only the fur trade but also the large-scale trade in horsehorses and other goods with fur traders and early immigrants to Oregon. However, epidemics during this period eroded the population, which fell to about 1,600 at the beginning of the twentieth century (ARCIA 1900: 363, 222). Although the influence of Roman Catholics existed in the area sometime before
their arrival (the great Niz Pierce Catholic community was to develop later), the first permanent missionaries were to Nez Pierce Presbyterian. Pastor Samuel Parker went through their lands in 1832 and was well received but continued down the Snake and Columbia on a tour of exploration. The first phase of presbyterian evangelization began in 1836 and lasted until 1847. During
this period, missionary activity was concentrated along the Clearwater River in Lapway and Kamia. Missionaries engaged in many important cultural innovations including the introduction of non-Indian medical practices, the establishment of parks, and the construction of mills in the hope of localizing Nez Perce around mission settlements. A printing press and teaching were
introduced in accordance with the Protestant pattern of placing the biblical material in the hands of the indigenous population Several important features of the initial undertreatment of Nez Perce should be emphasized. First, there were a few mutants. The reasons for this failure seem to lie mainly in the different functions of religion in the European-American cultures and Nez
Pierce. In the culture of Nez Perse, religion was based on secular success, and different sects may have created very high expectations of new elements and splendor of material culture. For missionaries, the functions of religion were moral and spiritual, and they failed to meet the complex mix of religious and economic needs apparently responsible for Nez Pierce's early interest
in Christianity. Secondly, the leaders and leaders who soon accepted Christianity were men who wanted more power, the same people who controlled the government-backed command chiefs' system. Finally, it is clear that the cult of the dream, the dancing spirit of winter tutu, as well as most traditional religious beliefs continued despite the tireless efforts of missionaries to
eliminate them (Drury 1958). The most fundamental developments in the second half of the nineteenth century were the treaties of 1855, 1863 and 1868; treaties of 1868 and 1868; treaties of 1868 and 1868; treaties of 1868 and 1868 Treaties 1863 and 1868; treaties 1868 and 1868; treaties 1868, 199and 1. The creation of nez pearce reservation; and the political dominance of
reservation by the Presbyterian Nez Persis (Walker 1985). With the 1855 Treaty negotiated by Governor Isaac I. Stevens in Walla, Nez Pierce was secured in its ownership of the large reservation with guarantees for the continuation of the rights outside the reservation of hunting, fishing, collecting, and traveling (Stevens 1855, Dottie 1855, 1978). In 1863 the reservation was
reduced, and there was constant pressure to sell the land of Nez Pierce. 1877 saw the development of the historical drama known as the Nez Pierce War or the War of President Joseph. Howard responded to their rejection with a 30-day ultimatum, demanding that the Indians be voluntarily removed. While Joseph, Whitebird, looking glass, and other unswed bosses began to
make preparations for compliance, he attacked a handful of young warriors and killed some white ranchers. The raids prompted Howard to pursue the hostiles with an initial unit of about 500 soldiers and civilian volunteers. This began with the three-month, 1,300-mile journey of Nez Pierce. Fleeing over Lulu Pass in Montana, Nez Pierce found their way blocked by Flathead who,
though usually friendly to them, did not want any part in this war. Nez Pearce headed south and returned to Idaho through the Bannock Pass before finally turning east in the hope of involving their old allies in their struggle. The Crows' refusal to join their fight convinced Nez Pearce disappointed that their only hope was to go north to join the president of Honkbaba Siu sitting bull I
recently crossed to Canada (Manzonie 1991). Shortly after crossing the Yellowstone River, on September 13 at Canyon Creek Nez Persis repelled an attack by the reconstituted 7 cavalry under Colonel Samuel D. Sturgis. On September 30, in Mount Bear Paw, about 40 miles from the Canadian border, Colonel Nelson Miles intercepted Elnez Pierce. This was followed by a bitter
battle and the Indian camp was under siege. To save the wounded, women and children, on October 5, 1877, President Joseph officially surrendered with more than 400 Nez Persis to General Howard and Colonel Miles. Most of the survivors of the 1877 Nez Pierce War, who were sent to Oklahoma after their defeat at the Battle of Bear Paw, returned to the Northwest in 1885 to
reside in The Colville Reservation in Washington. With the defeat of out-of-custody, a non-Christian part of the tribe by 1878, Christian Nez Pierce came to control the reservation life, and their grandchildren continued to do so in the twentieth century. They have adopted many intensive programs for economic development, formal education and many features of European-
American culture. By 1895, the Doz Kitti Act had led to the allocation of the reservation and its openness to a non-Indian settlement. It resulted from a loss of the majority of the remaining land that the Christian Nez Press had saved in the treaty of 1863. Federally sponsored, patent fees from allotments and other land losses due to taxes reduced land in the hands of Nez Pierce
even more. The original tribal land base of about 13 million acres in 1800 reached a point of less than 80,000 acres by 1975. Since 1980, the tribal land acquisition program has led to nez perce owning about 110,000 acres. The tribal government is based on the 1948 Constitution. The 1948 Constitution established a council for all adult tribes, but most of the power rests with the
Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee (NPTEC), which oversees a wide range of programs. The government's decision to re-establish a new government in 1994 was a major concern for the Government of The United States of America. By the 1930s, the presbyterian influence on the reservation began to diminish, and there was a continuing reaffirmation of non-Christian
influence. By World War II, the non-Christian element reintroduced winter spirit dances and war dancers that had been banned by the detention authorities for more than 50 years (Walker 1985). Since 1960 Nez Pierce has pursued a policy of cultural and economic recovery and expansion through legislative and legal means. The revival of traditional culture has been accompanied
by this revival. References mentioned in ARCIA (Commissioner of Indian Affairs) 1848. Annual reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Minister of War. (Issued in both House and Senate documents.) Washington: Government Printing Office.1849 Reports of the Indian Commissioner of Affairs to the Minister of the Interior. Washington: Government Printing Office.
(Reprinted: AMS Press, New York, 1976-1977; issued in the House and Senate Documents Board, separate publications by the Department of the Interior; see: Key to the Annual Reports of the United States Commissioner for Indian Affairs, by J.A. Jones. Ethnohistory 2(1): 58-64, 1955.) Dottie, James 1855-1856 1860. Reporting by James Doughty, from fort Benton to Canton
Stevens, and survey from Fort Benton to Olympia. Pages 550-565 in Volume 1 of Exploration reports and surveys, to ascertain the most viable and economical route of a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. The 36th Congress of the First Session. Executive Document of the House of Representatives 11 (Pt. 1, No.56). (Serial number 1054); Washington. 1978.
Journal of Operations of Governor Isaac Engels' of Washington County in 1855. Edward J. Korach, Ed Fairfield, Wash: Ye Gallion Press. (Original manuscript, T-494, Roll 5, Item 9, Record Collection 75, National Archives, Washington). Drury, Clifford M. 1958. Diary and Letters of Henry H. Spalding and Asa Bowen Smith in connection with the Mission of Nez Pearce, 1838-1842.
Glendale, California: Arthur Clarke. Josephi, Alvin M. Jr. 1965. Nez Pierce Indians and The Northwest Open. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press. Lundsgaarde, Henry P. 1966. Structural analysis of Nez Pierce's kinship. (Washington State University.) Research studies from Washington State College 35(1):48-77. Pullman. Manzion, Joseph A. 1991. I look north for my life:
Sitting Bull, 1876-1881. University of Utah Publications in the American West 25. Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press. Stevens, Isaac Engels 1854 1855. Exploration and surveys of the rail route from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Washington: U.S. Department of War. 1860. Narrative and field report to explore the Pacific Railroad near 47 and 49 of the northern
latitude from St. Paul to Puget Sound 1855. In Explorations and Surveys of the Railroad Route from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, Volume 12, Book 1. The 36th Congress of the First Session. Executive Document of the House of Representatives 11 (1, No. 56). (Serial number 1054); and, senate executive document 78. Washington. Stevens, Isaac Engels, et al.
1860. Reports of exploration and surveys to make sure the most viable and economical route of the railway from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. 12 vols. (commonly referred to as Pacific Railroad Reports. Washington: (Various Printers of the U.S. Congress)) Walker, Edward E. Jr. 1964. (Nez Pearce Field Notes.) (Manuscripts in the possession of Dr. Walker.) 1973.
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Nez Press. in a booklet of North American Indians. William S. Sturgifant, General Ed Bean 12 Plato. Smithsonian Institution, Washington examining questions about how the coyotes are viewed between Nez Pierce, and what is its importance? What are some of nez Perce's key food resources, when and where have these food resources been collected? Discuss the major
ceremonial activities that one may go through during one's lifetime as a member of nez Perce. What is a major form of communication with spirits between Nez Perce, and can anyone be in contact with the spirit world? Did Nez Pierce have bosses? If so, how did one gain that power? If not, how was the Nez Percy Association organized? With who did Nez Perce trade, and how
did her trade affect the plateau area? Discuss the main reasons for the initial Christianization of Nez Pierce. He discussed the different ways in which Nez Pierce lost much of their home. Was Chief Joseph's war really a war? Is Nez Pierce thriving today? Did they keep much of their aboriginal lifestyle? About the authors Edward Walker Jr., he is professor of anthropology and



ethnic studies at the University of Colorado, Boulder. He is the co-author or author of several books, including Nez Pierce Oral Novels, The Indians of Idaho, Conflict and Discord in Acculturation, Idaho Indian Legends, Nez Pierce Culture and History, and The Legends of Nez Pierce. Peter Jones received his Bachelor of Anthropology degree from the University of Colorado,
Boulder. He and Walker are currently involved in several projects dealing with Native Americans in the Great Basin, Plateau and Northern Plains. Plains.
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